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TJM SIGNATURE BAR

FORD EVEREST 2015+ & RANGER PXII
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4 HRS

PRODUCT INFORMATION
TJM’s Signature bar for the new Ford Everest & Ranger is available now. The unique design is signified by a
strong centre loop, accompanied by two refined side loops protecting the headlights. This bar is light weight,
strong and looks the part too. Adding guaranteed class to your four wheel drive, the TJM Signature bar is sure to
make others green with envy.
TJM engineers spent countless hours perfecting the Signature design to ensure you’re equipped with one of the
finest bull bars available in the market. TJM bull bars are put through a comprehensive design criteria and testing
process to ensure that all TJM bars are airbag compatible and ADR compliant.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
› Highly polished 76mmø centre tube & 63mmø outer tubing
› Alloy construction
› Innovative styling to complement the Everest’s & Ranger’s unique design
› Wing under guards and centre guard
› Designed for optimal approach angle
› 8000KG rated recovery points as standard*
› Integrated LED fog lights (fog lights, wiring harness & switches included)
› Flush steel mounted LED combination lights with tough polycarbonate lenses
› Integrated winch mount (TJM recommends fitment up to TJM Torq 9,500lb cable and synthetic winches)
› Accommodates large driving lights (up to Britax Xray Vision 220 series)
› Accommodates OE adaptive cruise control system
› Provision for fitment of dual aerials
› Parking sensor compatible
› Airbag compatible and ADR compliant
› Does not void your new vehicle warranty

*Recovery points rated to 8000kg in a straight line pull when used with a 8000kg equaliser strap and
2 x 4.75T bow shackles
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